
Summer Bucket List for Moms Who Want to Engage

Have a picnic where I sit on the grass with 
the kids

Play tag in the yard

Sit on the grass and read the kids a book

Actually participate in a water fight

Take the kids to a parade and soak in their 
excitement

Hopscotch with the kids

Draw each child’s outline with sidewalk 
chalk and add positive adjectives inside

Buy a roll of pennies or dimes and fill the 
sandbox to watch the kids hunt for buried 
treasure

Skip while holding hands

Go for ice cream and let the kids take as 
long as they want choosing flavours

Get dirty

Lay on the lawn long after dark and point 
at stars

Play hooky for a day from “life” and play 
with the kids
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Swing on swings, slide down the slide, 
truly discover a playground

Build a sandcastle or let them kids bury 
you to your arm pits in the sand

Play hide-and-seek

Blow bubbles

Take a leisurely stroll through the 
Farmer’s Market with no agenda

Blast the music, pick up one of the kids 
and dance like no one is watching!

Go berry picking and learn to make jam 
together with the kids

Stop and literally smell the flowers

Hula hoop badly

Lose an afternoon in the library

Play “I-Spy” and actually pay attention

Ask the kids about their dreams

Colour with crayons

Do the hokey-pokey

Worry less, laugh more
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Teach the kids to speak Pig Latin

Go hiking

Build a block tower

Have a games night at home

Create a technology free day - no phones, 
no TV, no computers

Explore our community like tourists

Whisper

Giggle

Build a blanket fort on a rainy day, climb 
inside and snuggle while you trace letters 
on the kids’ backs

Splash at a spray park

Jump rope

Create and go on a photo scavenger hunt
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